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Aircelli 24/7 is a unique answer to extended-use seating that combines the seamless mesh back style of the Aircelli

with the added support of a seat embedded with SKYDEX technology. SKYDEX  in the ergonomically-contoured seat

reduces peak pressure by 60%, providing long-shift comfort that conventional foam solutions can’t touch. Plus, the

super-soft mesh and cutting-edge air cell lumbar of the Aircelli back provide comfort and support for the back in a

chair made to hold up for extended-shift use.

Comfort and Quality Never Felt So Good

https://bodybilt.com/ergonomic-seating/by-product-line/next24/
https://bodybilt.com/ergonomic-seating/by-product-line/next24/


Seat available in flat, 
moderately contoured,
and XL.

SEAT OPTIONS

Color Options

 Multidirectional
elastomeric mesh

alternates support and
freedom, providing
maximum comfort.

UNMATCHED MESH

4-Arms provide
additional stability and
adjust in height, width,

and angle.

ADJUSTABLE ARMS

Onyx | Truffle | Ash

Aircelli 24/7 offers the
option of three different
casters (3” hard surface,

3” soft surface, and 2”
chrome) as well as either

a six-star or five-star
base.

BASE AND CASTER
CHOICES

This reenforced
mechanism is built
specifically for 24/7
environments.
Adjustments include
back angle, seat height,  
tilt tension, and seat
depth.

I MECHANISM

TECHNOLOGY ERGONOMICS DURABILITY

Always innovative, BodyBilt is constantly
incorporating technologies from other

industries to maximize performance and
comfort.

From contoured seats reducing seated
pressure to a multitude of adjustments in
every main component, our chairs mold to
your body, ensuring you're ergonomically

supported at every angle.

Built to last, our chairs are constructed
with quality, resistant materials.

Ensures you a lasting experience of
healthy and comfortable seating for

many years to come.

WHAT DO YOU GET WITH BODYBILT?

Backrest Width, Shoulder Region

Backrest Width, Lumbar Region

Backrest Height 

Backrest Height Adjustment

Lumbar Height Adjustment

Seat Width 

Seat Depth 

Seat Depth Adjustment

Seat Height (range) 

Armrest Height Adjustment

Arm Pad Length

Arm Pad Width 

Base Diameter 

Weight Capacity

SPECIFICATIONS

19.50”

16.00”

28.00”

2.50”

2.50”

21.00"

19.50”

2.50”

18.75" - 22.00"

4.50”

11.00”

4.00”

27.00”

300 lbs.


